A. You can place the add-on 11" Kat pad wherever you choose. The most common setup is to position the pad as a snare drum and move the existing pad to the 2nd floor tom position as pictured. Clamp and L-Rod placement is shown in illustration 1.

B. After you place the Clamp and L-Rod onto the horizontal tube place your Kat pads side by side as shown in illustration 2.

C. Use the existing snare cable to attach the new 11" pad as your main snare drum then plug in the provided trigger cable into the 9" floor tom pad and plug the other end into the tom 4 expansion input on the back of the KT2 module as shown in illustration 3.

You can also add another cymbal trigger pad to the KT2 module by purchasing the KT2EP2 KAT expansion pack.